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“I have said these things to you so that my joy may be in you, and that your joy may be complete.”  
(John 15.11)

As we  embark on another new year,  I  wanted to thank everyone for getting their  Annual Reports done by the
deadline. I also wanted to thank everyone for doing their membership drives as well. Your efforts are definitely
appreciated!

The membership drive for most parishes usually begins in the fall and ends in December. Given how much needs
to be done, it really should be a yearlong activity. In the article, “Planning Strategically Progress Report,” found
in the fall 2017 edition of The Canadian League magazine, aging membership/engaging youth and recruitment
were identified as the two biggest challenges facing the League. Accepting these challenges as opportunities to
grow our membership, three important facets we should recognize and focus on are: invitation, maintaining
membership, and joy.

Membership  begins  with an invitation from each and every one of  us.  Although the CWL has  over  80,000
members, the majority of Catholic women in Canada are not members and a large number of these women do
not  know  what  the  League  is  about.  This  suggests  that  education  needs  to  be  an  integral  part  of  any
membership drive in order to inform women of the impact of the League in Canada and its value to Catholic
women. We need to be knowledgeable about League history, our mission, our successes, our administrative
structure, etc., information we can communicate to others. We can also pass on this information by making
League brochures available, or by passing out flyers and newsletters with interesting pictures and articles of
League activities.  The council  president could give a short presentation about the CWL to the congregation
before/after Mass which both informs and invites women to become members. A welcoming table set up after
Mass  with  members  available  to  answer  questions  would  provide  another  opportunity  to  inform  Catholic
women about the League.

Before we invite  women into the League,  we need to recognize  the reality  that  the CWL in Canada is  not
growing, it’s shrinking. What we have been doing in the past is not working so it’s time to embrace a new
strategy for growth. In my Communiqué #2, I mentioned that women today are busier than ever and that there
is a significant influx of Catholic women immigrating to Canada. The demographics of these women is different
from the general makeup of the League; they are younger and more culturally diverse. This is where potential
new members of the League can be found. Our challenge is to convince them that the League is relevant to their
needs, can help them grow as Catholic women, and that their particular gifts and talents are highly valued.

Every parish is different, so councils need to open a dialogue with the women in their own parishes who are not
League members. This means going out there and meeting these women where they are at in their lives: finding
out whom they are as people,  what they want, and what they need.  This  includes both younger and older
women, new Catholics (such as in RCIA or Alpha programs) and those in ministry, mothers, wives, and single
women; in other words every woman. For some women, getting them interested in joining may just be a matter
of being more flexible such as adapting the times or days of council meetings to accommodate those doing shift
work. Understanding what the women in a parish want and need, a council can make decisions on just how they



will reach out to these potential new members and how to make it a rewarding experience for them. Once a
clear vision has been established, an invitation can be tailored to what Catholic women in the parish need to
hear.

Of course, many women will still complain they are too busy. We need to be creative and pastoral. Why not
invite them to a League event as a guest or as a helper without any pressure to join? The fact that someone
cares enough to invite them as well  as the fellowship and spirituality of a League event may be that extra
incentive that draws them into becoming a member. No matter how someone is invited, it is important that
throughout the entire invitation process they are treated as if they are the most important person in the world.

Once invited into the League, the next challenge is  maintaining membership.  To do this we must make the
League experience worthwhile for new members. In the fall 2017 edition of  The Canadian League magazine,
Ontario Provincial Past-President Pauline Kruppa stated, “We have received our marching papers to go out and
change, engage, seek the lost sheep and then throw the best party ever, to embrace change.” This is a call for a
new lifestyle, a new attitude, in which the needs of new members are given a high priority. 

We can do this by following up with new members to make sure that they are able to get to the meetings, are
kept informed on what is going on, and given the opportunity to become involved. Has a call for volunteers gone
out where more women have responded “yes” than was required? Why not have the extra women participate
so that they can learn and grow from the experience (especially new members) or direct them towards another
activity where help is needed? When members want to help, we shouldn’t be turning them away and potentially
turning them off.

Mentoring can also make a difference. A mentor should be available to listen with an open heart and provide
any helpful advice if needed. They should encourage new members to dream big and facilitate these dreams by
helping make complex processes simpler and more understandable. Mentors should also help new members
become involved in League activities in ways which are fulfilling and which engage their gifts and talents.

When we put so much focus on helping new members, it might seem like we are putting ourselves in last place
but the reality is that we will learn and get so much back from the people we help that we will grow just as much
as they will. In the end, it’s a journey of growth which will include the mistakes and goofs that are all part of the
learning process. It’s not about being in control and getting things exactly right. If we don’t allow new members
to grow, they will leave the League and find some other activity to better invest their time and energy. If we do
allow new members (and each other) to grow, we will truly be amazed at what happens when we give the Holy
Spirit room to work in our lives and the lives of others. Excellence does not come from a position but from being
a part of building the future.

When inviting and encouraging new members, we also need to be passionate about the League and especially
radiate the joy of serving in Christ. Joy is infectious. Other women seeing our joy as members of the League will
be attracted by it and want to be part of it. It’s especially important to be joyful when we are talking about the
League with potential new members; the League is not work, it is a calling and a passion. Although we can
practice being more joyful, authentic joy comes from a lifestyle in which we are totally in love with the Lord. If
we share this love, it shines out in the relations we have with our sisters whether they are newcomers or have
been in the League longer than we have. 

Love means treating everyone, regardless of their position, with equal dignity and as valued members of the
League. Christ came to save all of us, not just some of us. Love means allowing others to grow in their talents
and strengths by giving  them opportunities  to succeed in the things they want to do and celebrating their
successes when it happens. Love also means throwing our minds, our hearts, and our hands into whatever we
do and doing it well. We should never lose our curiosity about the League; we should always want to learn and
grow.

The League has done so much good in this world and has the potential to do so much more. Can you imagine a



world without the Catholic Women’s League? What we do is worth celebrating and worth inviting new members
as part of that celebration! ✟


